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1.1: How Electrons are arranged in Atoms

• The Structure of an Atom

•    An atom consists of electrons, positively charged protons, 

and neutral neutrons

• Electrons form chemical bonds

• Atomic number: numbers of protons in its nucleus

• Mass number: the sum of the protons and neutrons of an 

atom

• Isotopes have the same atomic number but different mass 

numbers

• The atomic weight: the average weighted mass of its 

atoms

• Molecular weight: the sum of the atomic weights of all the 

atoms in the molecule



The ground-state electronic configuration describes the orbitals occupied 

by the atom’s electrons with the lowest energy





Ionic Compounds :

Composed of positively charged cations and negatively 

charged anions

1.2 : Ionic and Covalent bonding

Lewis’s theory: an atom will give up, accept, or share 

electrons in order to achieve a filled outer shell or an outer 

shell that contains eight electrons



Sodium chloride, NaCl, an ionic crystalline compound 



The Covalent Bond

Bond energy (BE) : Energy needed to break one mole of covalent bonds.

Depends on the kinds of atoms and typeof bond.

Bond length :  Average distance between two covalently bonded atoms.

Problem 1.4 : Write equation for the formation of chlorine molecule

Formed by sharing of valence electrons between two atoms



1.3: Carbon and the Covalent Bond

Carbon has 4 valence es and forms 4 covalent bonds by 

sharing of es 



1.4: Carbon-Carbon Single Bonds

Less heat is required to break the C-C bond than H-H bond:

C-C bond is 1.54 Å.  

H-H bond is 0.74 Å. 

C-H bond  is1.09 Å  (= average of H-H and C-C). 

Carbon can bond to other elements and also to other carbon. 



Radical : a fragment with odd number of electrons.

Radicals are chemically very reactive, they are

formed as intermediates and react very fast:

(e.g. methyl radical,  ethyl radical, H atom, Cl atom)

(alkyl radicals) 



Polar bond : Covalent bond in which electrons are unequally

shared between atoms.

(Because of Electronegativity difference

between the two atoms).

Bond polarization is indicated by a special arrow

Or by showing partial charges :    (δ+   and δ-)

Polar Covalent Bonds





Bond polarization in tetrachloromethane

Problem 1.10 : Predict the polarity of the P-Cl bond and

the S-O bond

However the molecule as a whole is not polar (a result of symmetry)



1.6: Multiple Covalent Bonds



1.7: Valence

Number of bonds that a neutral atom can form = number of 

electrons needed to fill its valence shell.



1.8: Isomerism

Isomers: Molecules with same molecular formula, but 

different arrangements of atoms.

They are different molecules, with different chemical and 

physical properties:



Types of Isomers:

Structural (or constitutional) isomers : Have same molecular formula, 

but different structural formulas (different atom connectivites). 

Other types of isomers: (later on)

Problem 1.20: Draw structural formulas for all possible isomers of C3H8O

Answer :



1.9: Writing Structural Formulas

Example : Draw all structural formulas for the

molecular formula C5H12. 

1- Continuous chain :  atoms bonded continously one

after another:



2- Branched chain : Some atoms of the continuous chain

form branches:



Suppose we keep the chain of four carbons and try to 

connect the fifth carbon somewhere else.

In which case we get a new isomer?



PROBLEM 1.21: To which isomer of C5H12 does each of the 

following structural formulas correspond?



1.10: Abbreviated Structural Formulas





Each line segment has a carbon atom at each end

Line-segment formulas :



Example 1.12: Write a more detailed structural formula for

this molecule:

Answer :



Valence es in neutral isolated atom  minus valence es  which belong to the 

atom in the structure [ = (bonding es /2) + unshared electrons) ]

1.11: Formal Charge



Formal charge of  H = 1 – (0 + 1)  =  0

Formal charge of  O = 6 – (2 + 3)  =  +1 



Problem 1.25:  Calculate the formal charge on nitrogen in

NH3 ,      NH4
+ ,     NH2

-



In some molecules an electron pair is involved with more than two atoms.

Such molecules (or ions) are represented by more than one Lewis structure.

These structures are called resonance structures. 

Example : carbonate ion, CO3
2-

Rules for drawing Resonance Structures:

1- Only lone pairs or pi electrons can be moved 

2- All bond lengths are the same

3- Real structure is a resonance hybrid

1.12 Resonance



All three C-O bond lengths are equal = 1.31 Å

A value between C=O double (1.20 Å) and C-O single (1.41 Å) bond

Real structure is Resonance Hybrid of the three contributing structures. 



1.13: Arrow Formalism



resonance structures

resonance structures

resonance structures

Sigma es moved,

No resonance 



1.18: Classification According to Functional Group
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